
BUSINESS PLAN OP 1A4P

When writing the business plan, the operations plan section describes the physical necessities of your business's
operation, such as your business's physical.

It is preferable from your perspective for the underlying indices to be correlated with each other, in the sense
that they tend to increase or decrease at similar times and by similar magnitudes. Look for a manufacturer,
either domestic or foreign, who has experience producing goods similar to yours. The securities are subject to
all of the risks associated with an investment in our conventional debt securities guaranteed by Citigroup Inc.
What is your organizational structure? CGMI currently intends to make a secondary market in relation to the
securities and to provide an indicative bid price for the securities on a daily basis. Therefore, there may be
little or no secondary market for the securities. These costs include i the selling concessions paid in connection
with the offering of the securities, ii hedging and other costs incurred by us and our affiliates in connection
with the offering of the securities and iii the expected profit which may be more or less than actual profit to
CGMI or other of our affiliates in connection with hedging our obligations under the securities. Moreover, the
estimated value of the securities set forth on the cover page of this pricing supplement may differ from the
value that we or our affiliates may determine for the securities for other purposes, including for accounting
purposes. Contributing editor, Inc. Consequently, significant aspects of the tax treatment of the securities are
uncertain, and the IRS or a court might not agree with the treatment of the securities as prepaid forward
contracts. The fact that we are offering the securities does not mean that we believe that investing in an
instrument linked to the underlying indices is likely to achieve favorable returns. By investing in the securities,
you assume the risk that the underlying indices will not exhibit this relationship. Continue Reading. You are
subject to risks associated with both of the underlying indices. Estimate your needs for materials and describe
the agreements with suppliers, including their length and terms that you have arranged to fulfill those needs.
These activities could affect the levels of the underlying indices in a way that negatively affects the value of
the securities. Cost: Give details of product cost estimates. Operations plans for retailers also devote
considerable attention to sourcing desirable products. Who is responsible for which aspects of the business?
Once the initial task listing is complete, turn your attention to who's needed to do which tasks. For service and
retail firms, people are the main engines of production. Bankers and other investors are loath to plunk down
money for capital equipment that can be resold only for far less than its purchase price. In the course of this
business, we or our affiliates may acquire non-public information about such issuers, which we will not
disclose to you. Manufacturing a product naturally requires equipment. In doing so, it may have made
discretionary judgments about the inputs to its models, such as the volatility of and correlation between the
underlying indices, dividend yields on the stocks that constitute the underlying indices and interest rates.
There is no minimum payment at maturity on the securities, and you may lose up to all of your investment.


